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J4 (J2) INSTALLATION

When J4 on mainboard is located on the bottom of the board, J4 must be relocated to maintain pinout.
J4 may be shifted 0.100 toward the edge of the board, using the adjacent set of holes to correct the pinout change caused by moving J4 on the mainboard to the bottom.
The header may also be moved to the bottom of the daughterboard to achieve the same effect.
When using the J2 pins, use the silkscreen to correctly locate the connector.

STEPPER POWER

Power to the stepper motor is supplied through the J1 connector shown on Sheet 4 of the schematic.
Voltage up to 48 volts may be used if required by the stepper motor. Lower voltages are also acceptable.
Three power pins appear on J1 and two ground pins.
Pin assignments were chosen to eliminate vias on the circuit board, so examine the schematic to correctly phase the motor windings.